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The gold standard for building 
search applications
Elastic’s fast, flexible, configurable tools give development teams 
total control to build search experiences to their exact specifications. 
Development teams get the ultimate toolbox for building machine-
learning-powered search into any app, website, intranet, or 
workstream. Users get rich, relevant experiences that quickly give them 
the exact answers they seek, every time.

Elastic combines cutting-edge search technology trusted by thousands 
of customers with out-of-the-box tooling for search interface building, 
data ingestion, relevance tuning, synonyms and curations, analytics, 
machine learning, application performance monitoring, and more. It’s 
the total package for building search experiences. 

Elastic Enterprise
Search solution brief



Try it free, today
Elastic Cloud is the best way to consume all of Elastic’s solutions across any cloud — 

securely and at scale. Get started today with a free trial, or visit the Amazon Web Services, 
Google Cloud, or Microsoft Azure marketplaces to deploy in minutes.

Learn more at elastic.co/enterprise-search.
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The backbone of great 
search experiences

Foundational search technology…
Elasticsearch is the core technology used in countless search 
applications across every industry and virtually any use case you can 
dream up. Millions of downloads illustrate that Elasticsearch is where 
developers turn when they need to create stellar search for their 
websites, apps, and internal workplaces.

…plus tools purpose-built for the job
Developers get powerful, configurable tools for building personalized 
search into any application: A native web crawler, plentiful content 
source connectors, robust APIs, free and open UI templates, pretuned, 
yet customizable relevance, machine learning, endless visualizations, 
performance monitoring, and more. 

…for building fast, scalable, flexibly deployed search
With Elastic’s versatile deployment options — whether that’s in the 
cloud, on-prem, or in hybrid environments — you can always reliably 
build search that fits perfectly within your current infrastructure setup. 
Priced transparently based on resource consumption, you can scale 
with peace of mind, while avoiding the arbitrary (and often pricey) 
costs you might see in per-seat, per-query, and other limiting “per-” 
pricing models.

 

Start free trial

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/prodview-voru33wi6xs7k
https://console.cloud.google.com/marketplace/product/endpoints/elasticsearch-service.gcpmarketplace.elastic.co?utm_source=partner%20&utm_medium=page&utm_campaign=official%20&utm_content=partner-invite&project=elastic-product-marketing
https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/apps/elastic.ec-azure-pp?tab=overview
https://www.elastic.co/enterprise-search/
https://www.elastic.co/cloud/cloud-trial-overview?elektra=gic-search-solution-brief
elastic.co/enterprise-search



